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In this work, density functional theory calculations in the framework of local
density approximation (LDA) are performed using the Siesta software package
in order to theoretically predict the phase transition mechanism and electronic
properties of lead telluride (PbTe) under high hydrostatic pressure. PbTe
undergoes a structural phase transformation from the cubic NaCl-type
structure (B1) belongs to Fm�3m space group to another cubic CsCl-type
structure (B2) belongs to Pm�3m space group with the influence of external
pressure through the simulations. According to simulation results, we suggest
a phase transition mechanism having four intermediate states with space
groups of P�1; C2=m; R�3m and Cmmm:
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding of the electronic and structural
properties of lead chalcogenides, PbX (X; Te, Se, S),
under pressure is important in the semiconductor
device industry. These chalcogenides are narrow-
gap semiconductors that are applied as sensors of
infrared radiation, thermoelectric devices, photo-
resistors, lasers and other electronic devices.1–4

During the last few decades, structural phase
transitions in these chalcogenides under high pres-
sure have attracted great interest.5–9

These materials crystallize in a cubic rock salt
(B1) structure at ambient conditions. PbTe, one of
the IV–VI compounds, is a semiconductor material
with narrow and direct band transition. Because of
these properties, it is widely used in technology for
infrared devices.10–13 Xu et al.14 proved that B1
structure of PbTe was stable under mid-tempera-
ture to high temperatures and did not undergo a
phase transition. However, according to their study,

when pressure was applied to this B1 structure, it
was observed that the structure changed into an
orthorhombic structure with a space group, Pnma,
distorted from this structure at approximately 6
GPa. They also proved that when the pressure
continued to increase, at about 13 GPa, this
orthorhombic structure started a second phase
transformation into B2 structure and phase trans-
formation was completed at 16 GPa. Bhambhani
and Sharma also found that the cubic B1-type
structure of PbTe was transformed into an
orthorhombic B27-type structure under 6.77 GPa
pressure. When they continued to apply pressure on
this structure, they achieved phase transition to
another cubic B2 type structure at 13.04 GPa.15

In experimental studies, there are difficulties in
monitoring the changes in the positions of atoms and
their movements during phase transition. In order to
have a complete understanding of the physical
properties of materials, the transition mechanisms
are essential. Simulation works also allow these
phase transformation mechanisms. Therefore, in this
study, simulation works on structural and electronic
properties of PbTe have been performed. In addition,
one of the main origin points of this study is also four
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intermediate states. These intermediate states are
P�1; C2=m; R�3m and Cmmm expressed as PbTe-(a),
PbTe-(b), PbTe-(c), and PbTe-(d), respectively. It is
also important to identify these intermediate states
to understand the phase transition mechanism
observed in PbTe under pressure. As far as we
know, these intermediate states have not been
obtained in any previous studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The structural and electronic structure calcula-
tions were carried out within density functional
theory (DFT) calculations using the Siesta software
package.16 Our calculations were performed using a
local density approximation (LDA)-CA exchange–
correlation functional.17 There have been many
attempts at obtaining accurate but approximate
forms for the exchange–correlation functional for
the ground state. The simplest of them, the LDA,
gives a result which is very close to experimental
results. In addition, LDA calculations are known for
dramatic underestimations of band gap widths.18,19

We have used Troullier-Martins type norm-conserv-
ing pseudo-potential for Pb and Te atoms.20 All
calculations were conducted using double-zeta plus
polarized (DZP) basis sets of localized atomic
orbitals. The energy mesh cut-off, which corre-
sponds to the spacing of the real space grid used
to calculate the Hartree, exchange, and correlation
contribution to the total energy and Hamiltonian,

was set to be 250 Rydberg (Ry). PbTe was modeled
using 2 9 2 9 2 cells with periodic boundary condi-
tions for 64 atoms supercells. The Brillouin zones
(BZ) were sampled with the 8 9 8 9 8 Monkhorst–
Pack k-point mesh.21 Initially, structural optimiza-
tions such as lattice parameters, cut-off value, and
atomic positions were performed via the conjugate-
gradient (CG) method until the residual force acting
on all atoms were smaller than 0.01 eV/Å and then
pressure is gradually increased by an increment of
10 GPa through this method to the system. To
analyze each minimization step, we used the
KPLOT program and the RGS algorithm that give
detailed information about the space groups, atomic
positions and lattice parameters of an analyzed
structure.22,23

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Firstly, PbTe is equilibrated by relaxing with 64
atoms supercell at zero pressure. The equilibrium
unit cell lattice constants are found as a = b = c =
6.4384 Å for B1 structure of PbTe. We analyze the
structure of this material at each applied pressure
using the KPLOT program and obtain that the cubic
NaCl-type structure belongs to Fm�3m symmetry is
conserved up to 30 GPa. At this pressure, we
observe the evolution of another cubic CsCl-type
structure belongs to Pm�3m symmetry. The equilib-
rium unit cell lattice constants are found as a = b =
c = 3.6110 Å for the CsCl-type structure.

Fig. 1. (Color online) Evolution of the Pm�3m phase. All phases are viewed along [001] direction.
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During the formation of the CsCl-type structure,
each of the structures formed in the simulation
steps was analyzed in detail using the KPLOT
program. We observed four different intermediate
states with space groups of P�1; C2=m; R�3m and
Cmmm: The crystal structures of B1, B2 and these
intermediate states are illustrated in Fig. 1. Phase
transition pressure value, lattice parameters, bulk
modulus and first pressure derivative of bulk mod-
ulus for B1 and B2 structures are summarized in
Table I with other studies in the literature.

To give details about the mechanism of phase
transformation, simulation step dependence of the
simulation cell vectors and angles should be exam-
ined. These cell vectors, expressed as A, B, and C,
are initially along the [100], [010] and [001] direc-
tions, respectively. Figure 2a, b depicts the varia-
tion of the simulation cell lengths and angles as a
function of minimization steps at 30 GPa. As shown
in Fig. 2, small changes were observed in lengths A,
B, and C up to approximately a 30th minimization
step. After this step, the length of C increased to
about the 40th minimization step. The lengths A
and B decreased to about the 35th minimization
step and then increased to the 40th minimization
step. The lengths A, B and C then decreased to
about the 45th minimization step and remained
unchanged throughout the simulation.

The angles a, b and c remained constant until the
10th minimization step. After this step, angle b
increased to approximately 120� until the 40th
minimization step, whereas the angles a and c
decreased until the 40th minimization step and
reached about 65�. Then angle b decreased up to the
50th step and reached about 110�. After this step,
there was not much change in angles a, b and c and
they remained almost constant throughout the
simulation.

We have plotted the pressure–volume relation to
determining the thermodynamic nature of the
phase transition for PbTe in Fig. 3. We can infer

Table I. Phase transition pressure value, lattice parameters, bulk modulus, and first derivative of bulk
modulus for B1 and B2 structures of the PbTe compound

Structures PT GPað Þ a = b = c (Å) B0 GPað Þ B0
0 References

B1 0 6.4384 48.242 5.576 This Study
6.4260 49.900 4.060 28

6.5650 41.400 3.352 29

6.3700 51.400 4.080 29

6.4620 30

B2 6.4 3.6110 68.242 4.440 This Study
3.8360 57.750 3.470 28

3.9970 40.900 3.801 29

3.8790 50.300 4.900 29

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) The simulation cell lengths (L) and (b)
angles as a function of the minimization step at 30 GPa for PbTe.
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that the volume decreases monotonically and shows
a small discontinuity at 30 GPa. This discontinuity
indicates the first-order phase transition. During
this transition, volume collapse was observed at
about 17.26%. As expected, the NaCl-type structure
of PbTe transformed into the CsCl-type structure
with space group Pm�3m:

The transition pressure value obtained under
hydrostatic pressure may be different compared to
the transition pressure values obtained from other
theoretical and experimental studies in the litera-
ture. The reasons for this are the limited size of the
simulation cell, the fact that there may be defects in
the real crystals, and neglecting the temperature
effect. Because of the particular conditions, the
transition pressure value can be overestimated.24,25

Energy-volume and enthalpy-pressure calcula-
tions will be made in the next step to obtain the
closest result to the transition pressure values
obtained from the other studies. In this way, we
can obtain the most appropriate transition pressure
value for this material.

We take the energy–volume computations into
account to study the stability of the high-pressure
phases of PbTe. For these calculations, we consid-
ered the unit cell for PbTe phases. The calculated
total energy-volume relations are fitted to the 3rd
order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state given in
Eq. 1 and shown in Fig. 4.

P ¼1:5B0
V=V0

� ��7=3
� V=V0

� ��5=3
� �

x 1 þ 0:75ðB0
0 � 4Þ V=V0

� ��2=3
�1

� �� � ð1Þ

In Eq. 1, P; B0; V=Vo and B0
0; corresponds to the

pressure, the bulk modulus, the volume ratio and
the derivative of the bulk modulus, respectively.26,27

To determine which phase is thermodynamically
stable at a given pressure and temperature, we used
Gibbs free energy given as follows.

G ¼ Etot þ PV � TS ð2Þ

In this equation, G; Etot; P; V and S; correspond to
Gibbs free energy, the total energy, pressure, vol-
ume and entropy, respectively. The ‘‘TS’’ term is
neglected due to the calculations are carried out at
the temperature of 0 K. Thus, G is equal to the
enthalpy (H) given as below where P ¼ �@Etot=@V:

H ¼ Etot þ PV ð3Þ

Fig. 3. (Color online) Volume-pressure relation of PbTe.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Energy-volume curves of PbTe for Fm�3m and
Pm�3m phases.

Fig. 5. (Color online) Enthalpy curves as a function of pressure for
Fm�3m and Pm�3m phases of PbTe.
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Fig. 6. Band structure for the Fm�3m phase of PbTe.

Fig. 7. Band structure for the Pm�3m phase of PbTe.
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Enthalpy calculations usually give transition
pressure values close to the results obtained from
experimental studies. The phase transition occurs
when the enthalpies of the two phases are equal,
that is, we use the thermodynamic criterion of equal
free energies to predict accurate critical pressure.
To determine the transition pressure, enthalpy
curves are plotted as a function of pressure for
NaCl-type structure and CsCl-type structure of
PbTe and illustrated in Fig. 5. We can conclude
from these curves that the phase transformation
from the NaCl-type structure to the CsCl-type
structure occurs at about 6.4 GPa.

We calculated the electronic band structures
along with the high-symmetry directions using
spin–orbit coupling (SOC), one of the scalar rela-
tivistic corrections, along with relativistic pseudopo-
tentials and corresponding total and partial DOS as
a function of energy for Fm�3m and Pm�3m phases of
PbTe using non-relativistic and relativistic pseu-
dopotentials. These are illustrated near the Fermi
energy EFð Þ level in Figs. 6, 7 for electronic band
structure and Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11 for DOS,

respectively. Fermi levels were set to be 0 eV. The
symmetry points were C� X �W � C� L�W �
L� X for Fm�3m phase and C� X �M � C� R�M
for Pm�3m phase. According to Figs. 6, 7, Fm�3m
phase of PbTe is a typical semiconductor, which
exhibits a direct band gap with the energy of
0.5052 eV at the L-point of the Brillouin zone. On
the other hand, Pm�3m phase of PbTe has no band
gap at the Fermi level indicating the presence of
metallic properties.

We calculated the partial DOS to obtain further
information about the electronic nature of PbTe
which is depicted in Figs. 8, 9 using non-relativistic
pseudopotentials and in Figs. 10, 11 using SOC. As
shown in Fig. 8, for theFm�3m phase, the largest
contribution came from the Te-5p state between 0
and (� 6) eV and the Pb-6s state between � 6 and
(� 8) eV below the Fermi energy level. Above the
Fermi energy level, the biggest contribution came
from the Pb-6p state between 0 and 8 eV. According

to Fig. 9, for the Pm�3m phase, the largest

Fig. 8. The density of states for the Fm�3m phase of PbTe.

Fig. 9. The density of states for the Pm�3m phase of PbTe.

Fig. 10. The density of states for the Fm�3m phase of PbTe by using
SOC.

Fig. 11. The density of states for the Pm�3m phase of PbTe by using
SOC.
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contribution came from the Te-5p between 0 and
(� 6) eV, Pb-6s between � 6 and (� 9) eV and Te-5s
between � 9 and (� 12) eV below the Fermi energy
level. Above the Fermi energy level, the biggest
contribution came from the Pb-6p state between 0
and 6 eV.

As shown in Fig. 10, for the Fm�3m phase, the
largest contribution came from the Pb-6s state
below the Fermi energy level. The largest contribu-
tion came from the Pb-6p state above the Fermi
energy level. According to Fig. 11, for the Pm�3m
phase, the largest contribution came from Pb-6s
between (� 6) and 0 eV and Te-5p between (� 14)
and (� 6) eV below the Fermi energy level. The
largest contribution came from the Pb-6p state
above the Fermi energy level.

CONCLUSION

In this work, ab initio calculations were per-
formed to examine phase transition behavior of
PbTe under high pressure with SIESTA. As a result
of the calculations, a first-order phase transition
was observed from the Fm�3m phase to the Pm�3m
phase. In addition, four different intermediate
states were predicted during this phase transition.
These intermediate states were firstly predicted in
this study. On the other hand, in order to better
understand the physical properties of PbTe, elec-
tronic band structure and density of states were
examined. Although the Fm�3m phase of PbTe has a
semiconductor character, it was observed that the
high-pressure phase, Pm�3m has a metallic
character.
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